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The Orders of the Finite Chevalley Groups* 
Let (1 be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra. According to Chevalley [2] 
there corresponds to !I and each field K a linear group G which we may 
view as the analogue over K of the acijoint group of g. QTe assume that 
K : F, is a finite field of q elements and denote the corresponding finite 
group G(q). Chevalley has shown that the order of G(q) is 
where II is the rank of ~1, HZ is the number of positive roots of n and the lrzn, are 
certain positive integers called the exponents of 8. 
I f  ~1 is one of the classical types, the groups G(q) arc close relatives of the 
classical groups SL(n :- I, q), O(2n 1, Y), SP(% Y), 0G% Y) defined by 
Jordan and Dickson, who gave direct constructions and also found multi- 
plicative fortnulas for the orders. If  one tries to explain the multiplicative 
structure of the formula for the group order within the framework of Jordan 
and Dickson, there is an immcdiatc answer. ‘The order is computed by 
induction, and 1,agrange’s theorem provides a multiplicative factor at each 
inductive step. This simple explanation v-ill not suflice for the Chevalley 
groups. 
From the Bruhat decomposition of G(q), Chevallcy- concludes that the 
order of G(q) is given by an additive formula 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
grantC;P 1452. 
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where Id’ is the \\‘el;l group, and n(zc) denotes, for zc E IV, the number of 
positive roots carried into negative roots by 70. To reconcile (1) and (2) he 
must show that 
zq 
II(W) = fi (1 -:- q + . . . + q”“7), (3) 
IWE W i-l 
which’ requires explicit knowledge of the PoincarC polynomial of the homo- 
geneous space GJH, , where G,, is a maximal compact subgroup of the 
Chevalley group defined by $1 and the complex field, and H, is a maximal 
torus of G, . This polynomial is 
f y  (1 + f” + .*. + t2nrz), (4) 
i=l 
which passes into the right hand side of (3) under the substitution f2 -+ y. 
Thus, in Chevalley’s work, the existence of the multiplicative formula (1) 
depends ultimately on the fact that the PoincarC polynomial of G,, is itself 
a product, 
‘This paper had its origin in an attempt to give an alternate argument 
for (3). We shall do this and get some new information into the lxrgain. 
There are several reasons for seeking an alternate argument. First, there 
are multiplicative formulas for the orders of twisted forms of Chevalley 
groups but, so far as I know, no uniform explanation, topological or other- 
wise. For example in Ree’s work [I 1] n multiplicative formula appears as 
a gift of Providence after a lengthy computation. Second, in the work of 
One [IO] there occur additive formulas for the orders of semi-simple 
algebraic groups over finite fields, for which no multiplicative forms are 
known. It would be of interest to find them if they exist. Finally, the poly- 
nomial (4) appears in the theory of invariants of Weyl groups, and we may 
formulate (3) as a theorem about the \Veyl group l1. alone. By playing a 
little geometric game on the faces of an icosahedron, we may conclude that 
(3) has a valid analogue for the icosahedral group H7. Since no Lie algebra 
corresponds to the icosahedral group, the conclusion is that (3) is a theorem 
about finite Euclidean reflection groups and hence must be elementary. 
’ In case W is the symmetric group on II -1 1 letters, the identity (3) was proved 
by 0. Rodrigues [4, p. It41 in 1838. Since groups were unknown, except to G&is, 
the statement is purely combinatorial. The integer n(w) is the number of inversions 
in the permutation zo and llz, ~ I, ..., n. 
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Our point of departure is a formula of \\Ytt [20] for the order of a finite 
Euclidean reflection group. Let CT bc n-dimensional Euclidean space and 
let W be a finite subgroup of the real orthogonal group O(n) which is generated 
by reflections. If  IC’fiscs no nonzc’ro subspacc of [ ‘, then PI- may be generated 
by a minimal set II of n reflections, whose hypcrplanes bound a fundamental 
region for the group. If  n is any subset of 11 1c.t If, denote the subgroup 
of W generated by 7~. Witt has shown that 
where the sum is over all 2” subsets 71 of 17, and we write (--I)“, here and 
elsewhere, for -Al to a power equal to the cardinality of ‘pi. I f  7~ = G: is 
empty we agree that W, I. 
THEOI~EM 1. Let W be a Jinite IAcLidean rejlection group and let t be an 
indeterminate. Let 
and for any subset ti of II let 
D,(t) = 2 (-l)m+-&. 
n3a ii 
I f  01, p are complementary subsets of IT then 
II,(t) = D,(t-1). 
I f  (y. is the empty set this amounts to the statement 
where 
(6) 
(7) 
For t = 1, (7) turns into Witt’s formula. In M:itt’s argument, the formula 
(5) appears as an application of the measure theoretic inclusion-exclusion 
principle 
~0l(A u B) = d(A) -I- v0l(B) -~ ~0l(A n R) 
to the simplicial subdivision of the (n ~ l)-sphere, defined by the reflecting 
hyperplanes of W. The index 1 W : a’r ~ is proportional to the volume of 
a fundamental region for W’,, in its action on the sphere. An elaboration of 
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this argument will prove D,>( 1) = D& 1). 0 ur method here is to accumulate 
information about the function n(w) and feed the information into a com- 
binatorial Mobius inversion formula which appears as an alias for the 
inclusion-exclusion principle. 
In case W is the Weyl group of a semi-simple algebra R the formula (7) 
has an immediate application to the parabolic subgroups [I 7, 181 of the 
corresponding Chevalley group G(q). The parabolic subgroups which include 
a given Bore1 subgroup are in natural one to one correspondence ‘rrcf G, 
with the subsets r of 17. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let G = G(q) be a finite Chevalley group and let G, , 
r C I?, be a set of parabolic st&roups of G. Then 
2 (-l)n / G : G, j = q”‘, (8) 
?7 
where m is the number of positive roots of the underlying Lie algebra. 
Tits has remarked [Z6] that the Lf’eyl group of g behaves like a Chevalley 
group over a “field with one element.” To strengthen this analogy we may 
“let q - I” in (8). Then “G, - IVr” and (8) turns into Witt’s formula. 
One has pointed out to me that one may view G/B as an algebraic variety 
defined over the ground field F, and that the formula 
;log Z(u) = 2 W(qd)zP 
d-l 
allows one to compute the zeta-function Z(u) of the variety G/B. If  we apply 
the same formula to each of the parabolic varieties G/G, , then (8) trrrns into 
a multiplicative formula involving the various zeta-functions Z,(u). 
Now we shift our focus to the characters of W. The characters of IV come 
in associated pairs x, 2 where 2(w) == det (w)x(w) and det denotes the 
determinant of zo viewed as linear transformation of I’. We shall prove an 
analogue of (7) for the characters. 
THEOREM 2. Let W be ajnite Euclidean rejlection group. Let x be a character 
of W and let ,Y* be the character of W induced by the restriction of x to W, . 
Then 
2 (-l)“x,, = 2. (9) 
I f  we compute both sides of (9) at the identity, we again recover Witt’s 
formula. I have not been able to give a purely algebraic argument for (9). 
3x0 SOIA~?vION 
One might hope for a stronger formula, 
analogous to (6). A proof of (10) by AIijbius inversion demands some miracu- 
lous facts from the group algebra of If’ which I have been able to wrify in 
low dimensions, but which I cannot prove for the simplest case of the 
symmetric group where the characters arc explicitly known. The present 
method succeeds because WV may apply the Hopf trace formula to the 
simplicial subdivision of the (II I)-sphcrc defined by the reflecting hyper- 
planes. This topological argument allows us to avoid any close scrutiny of 
the characters. 
Let M he a IS-module. Let I(M) d enotc the subspace of invariants under 
I$- and let r(;W) denote the subspacc of skew invariants under II’. Since M is 
a II’,-module we may define the suhspacc r,(M) of invariants under If’_. 
~‘ORVI.I.ARY 2. I. I.et W’ be u $nite lkrlidean rejection group and let -I4 be 
a I I -module. Then 
c (~ 1)” dim I,(M) ~~ dim i(M). (‘1) 
Let S be the algebra of real valued polynomial functions on I-. Chevalley [I] 
has shown that the subalgebra I(,\‘) f  0 invariants is a polynomial algebra 
generated over R by the unit element and H algebraically independent 
homogeneous forms of dcgrccs, say w, I, ..., wz,, -1~ I. ‘I’he integers 
ml 7 . . . . ?I/,, arc called the exponents of II -. 
where ml, , ..., m7,, me the e,vponents of rfTT Set 
P(t) 2 fI (I -! t -! . -t ,I,,,), 
i =I 
where m, , ..., m, are the exponents of 1V. Then 
(12) 
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Now, comparing (12) with (7) and arguing by induction on the order of 
IL’ we conclude 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let W be a jinite Euclidean resection group. Let n(w) 
be the number of positiae roots carried into negative roots by an element u! t 11’. 
and let ml , ..., m,, be the exponents of IP. Then 
In case W is the Weyl group of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra, we 
simply insert the integer q for the indeterminate t, and we arrive at the 
formula (3) of Chevalley which we set out to prove. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let IV he a finite Euclidean rejection group. Then 
2 (-1)” / w: w, / fi (1 I m,,t) = fi (1 - W). (14) 
77 i=l i-1 
By equating coefficients of powers oft we can extract numerical information 
about the m,, . Thus if op is the pth elementary symmetric function of II 
indeterminates then 
2(--l)” I W: w, / U,(rni,) . . . . m,,) = (-l)%,(mr, . ..) m,). 
In particular for p = 1 we have 
2 ( -l)W i TT’ : IVW 1 m, :- -m, 
where m, = C mi, is the number of positive roots of W,, . 
It is a pleasure to thank Mark Kac and the Rockefeller Institute for thcii 
hospitality. I owe to Takashi Ono the impetus to seek a new proof of (3) and 
a great debt to H. S. M. Coseter, whose charming books and papers have 
been a pleasure to read and were the source of my interest in these groups. 
2. ROOTS AND THE FUNDAMEKTAL REGIOX 
This section is a precis of [3, Expose 141. Let I/be n-dimensional Euclidean 
space. A reflection in V is an orthogonal transformation w, distinct from the 
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identity, which fixes an (T/ -- 1)-dimensional subspace. It follows that ztiz = I, 
and that w is explicitly defined by the formula 
\vhzre y  is any nonzcro vector perpendicular to the hyperplane fixed 1,. 
zc and ( , ) is the Euclidean inner product. 
Let W be a finite subgroup of the orthogonal group which is generated 
by reflections. For the moment we assume that H- fixes no nonzero subspacc 
of k7. If  L is a linear form on V we set 
Let wl, ..., w’, be the reflections in 11’ and let /, bc a linear form such that 
LiO is the hyperplane fixed by W, Each /, is determined up to a constant 
multiple, and by suitably choosing the constants we may assume that II., 
in its natural action on the space of linear forms, permutes the 2~1 forms 
;’ t’: , . . . , & / l,i . Y The connected components of the set T’ U:” 1 /‘,‘I arc 
open convex polyhedral cones called chambers. .%ny t\vo chambers are 
congruent under Hr. WC single out, arbitrarily, a chamber C and call C the 
fundamental chamber or iYe?; chamber. If  z&‘ C’ for some u: t II, then 
zc =- 1. Thus the permutation representation of Li’ on the set of chambers is 
the regular representation of H-, and 
where the union on the right is disjoint. After replacing Li by /, , if necessary 
we may assume that C - /‘, n ... n /,,, . I,ct Y, E I’ be the unique 
vector such that tL(v) 22 (7;, r,) for all v  t F. Set Am (Ye , ..‘, I,,,), set 
A- zzz {-~yl, ‘.‘, Y,,,}, and set A = A f  u A-~. The elements of di~(d -) are 
called positive (negative) roots. Since H- permutes the forms *t1 , ..., */,, , 
it permutes the set LI of roots, I f  u: t Tt- and ZGLI C A then zc = I. 
There exists a unique subset Ii’ of A such that (i) fl is a basis for I ., and 
(ii) if 17 -= (r, , ..., rn] an d Y E A there exist non-negative real numbers c, 
such that P == ~?I ciy, l’he elements of L7 are called simple roots. H~JKC- 
forth yi will always denote a simple root and ZL~ the corresponding reflection. 
‘The reflections w1 , ..., %L’,, generate LI, but no proper subset generates Lt.. 
\Vithout risk of confusion we let 17 also denote the set [zcl , I.., w,,) of 
generating reflections corresponding to the simple roots. 
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Let C : (z i -2’ t C}. Then C is a chamber and, hence, there exists a 
unique element w0 E TV such that ZL.,,C C’. Then w,Y? = C so wo2 I. 
The element w,) maps .4 onto dm and is uniquely defined by this property. 
QTe make the follon-ing convention. In case the roots are under discussion, 
vve always demand that a reflection group fix no nonzero subspace, so that 
the corresponding root system spans 1’. Hovvcvcr, it will also bc convenient 
in inductive arguments to admit groups which do fix a subspace. The isecond 
case can alvvays be reduced to the first by splitting off the fixed subspace, and 
n;e pass back and forth between the two possible definitions of reflection 
group ~vithout explicit mention. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Each element w E II;’ defines a permutation of d. Let -V(w) denote the set 
of elements of d + vvhich are carried into d by w and let n(w) denote the 
cardinality of X(w). The fundamental lemma at the heart of all inductive 
arguments concerning root systems states that I = 0 if and only if w 1 
and that n(w) = I if and only if w : wi E n, in mhich case N(w) consists 
of the single root Y, . I,et l(w) be the least integcrp such that ‘70 may be lwritten 
as a product of p but not fewer than p elements of fl. WC call an expression 
w -= wi, ... win reduced if p = Z(w). 
LER~~IA 1. Let W he a finite Euclidem reflection group and let w E W. Then 
(i) n(wwi) 7 n(w) - 1 if ZL’Y~ E d- 
(ii) 7z(wwi) = 7470) + 1 if wyi E A+ 
(iii) I = I(w) 
(iv) There mists a reduced expression ‘w = ZC,~ ... w, if and o&y Z.WY+ E A-. 11 9 
Proof. A proof is given in [8] in case FV is a Weyl group and the argument 
there is, vvith minor modification, valid in general. 
For any subset 7~ of 17 let I, be the subspace spanned by r. Set 
A,=AnV,,, A,; = A+ n I/, , A,- = A- n V, 
LEMMA 2. I f  w E W, , then N(w) cl A,. 
Proof. Write w = wll ... 70, where all the w, are in n and argue by in- 
duction on p. If  p = 1 then w i’ wi for some i and the corresponding root 
yi is in r. Since IV(w) consists of the single root yi we are done. Now 
suppose 70 = 7”{ ... Us, I ii for some p > 1 and suppose P t N(w). If  
21 '.. (2 zci r E A then Y E :V(W~,, ... w,~,) and by induction I. E A, If  
T(‘,,, . . . zq c A; then PC,,Y(‘, 2 --.x’? Y t- il impics w,, 2 
.., ‘Z‘S, r I’, ‘0 
r - and Y E A, ‘fhis pro\-es the lemma. 
,1 I ’ 
zci ‘.’ Zc,pTi E I7 /I 
Lemma 2 shO:vs iII particular that the pair of roots corresponding to a 
ref?tction in IV,, lies in A, Since 11, A, Li /13, , it follows that A, is a set 
of roots, and r is a set of simple roots for the restriction of II’, to I‘, 
l;or and nonempty subset r of fl let iic, be the unique clement of II, such 
that zc,d,; == A, . ‘l-hen .z:‘,~ I. Let Ai‘, he the set of all zc E II’ such that 
icT (1 A : and let a$-- -= ZC,,X, be the set of all x t II- such that :LW i=: 3 
If  71 is empty we agree thal rcc, 1 and -\I, = 11.. I:or the case of M:e!i 
groups, Koiistant [9] has proved the follou-ing I,cmmas 3 and 4 in differeiit 
guise by I,ie algebra methods. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose w E _\-, . Then 
(9 ww, E 2* 
(ii) n(ww,) = n(w) T n(wF) 
(iii) if u t lrW and wu E -?,, then u :: zc, 
Proof. Statement (i) is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
As for (ii) and (iii) we shall prove 
(iv) N(ww,) 3 z~‘,N(w) U :Y(zu,) 
where the union is disjoint. Suppose Y E zo,N(w). Then WJ i; 3. and 
U~ZLIJ t A -. I f  Y E A then W,Y E A 1 implies, by Lemma 2, that Y E A,- ; then, 
since ww, E zn we have ZUW,Y t A :, and this is not the case. Thus I E A 
so r c- :V(WW~) and w,lV(z(;) C -V( wzu7). Suppose Y E :V(w=). Then by Lemma 2, 
YEA,- so W,Y t A,~~, and then ZL~ E *YT implies U’W,Y E A-. Thus Y E lV(~z~*_) 
and so A’(zc~) C A’(wzo~). I f  r t W,;\:(W) n i\‘(wV) then the argument just 
given shows that Y E A- n d , a contradiction. Thus (iv) is proved and hence 
n(z~.x,) ,I n(z~) - n(w’,). Since n(z) = I(W) the opposite inequality is clear. 
Thus WC have proved (ii) and have also shown equality in (iv). To prove (iii) 
note that if wun Cd- and zcn C A 1 then WUA 7~ CA- and WA,+ Cr A i , so 77 ~ 
uA- n A, is empty. But then u E ll-_ implies uA, -- A, , so uA_.~ _ A- 
and II -=- W, . This completes the proof. 
IlEMMA 4. Let TT bc a subset of Ll and let w t I,i’. There exists a unique 
element u t Li, such that wu E A?w , and we have n(zcu) = n(zc) -I- n(u). 
Proof. We argue by induction on I(W). For 1(z) = 0 we have zc -: 1 and 
choose IA -- w, . Since w, is the unique element of ?I, such that zc,A, A, -, 
we are done. Now for I(w) --- p . ’ 0 write w -- xi, ... u’,,, . I f  ‘zo E S, then 
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the desired conclusion is the statement of Lemma 3, so we may assume 
2:‘ Q s, . Then there exists ri t r for which ZCY~ E A-. By Lemma I (iv) we 
may assume i, = i. Let w’ -7 zfill ... .zui ~--1 . By inductive hypothesk there 
exists U’ E JJ:, such that Z’U’ E &?,, Then u = wc,u’ E JtiW , and since wi2 L= I 
we have zw m= w’d, hence wu E -YT This proves the existence of U. As for 
uniqueness, if wz E 2, for some u” E JJ-, , set u”’ ZP+ t JJ6 . Then 
‘ic’T*’ = u’,” = wluf , so, by induction, z’ 7 21’ and hence z 7~ U. 
Xow using the inductive hypothesis we have 
rz(wu) = n(w’u’) -= ?Z(u”) + n(d). 
Since 
n(w’) = Z(zu’) -: Z(zu) - 1 = n(w) - 1, 
it remains to show n(u’) = n(u) -~ I. Since n(w) = I(w) = Z(wl) = n(w-I), 
Lemma 1 (ii) implies 
n(d) = a(w,u) = rL(zr’Wi) = n(u-1) + 1 = u(u) + 1, 
provided u-~Y~ E A+. Suppose on the contrary that uplyi E A-. Then yi = US 
for some s E A-, and then Lemma 2 implies s E A,-. Now wu E -?* implies 
wr, = wus E A I-, and this contradiction completes the proof. 
For any subset ,4 of W define a polynomial 
and write 
Since, for any w E W, A- = N(w) U X( w,,w is a disjoint union, we have ) 
m = I + n(w,w), and hence 
a(t) = t”“A(t-1). 
Now replacing w in Lemma 4 by wow, we conclude that for given w E JJ’ 
there exists a unique u E J/, such that wu E X, , and n(w) = n(wu) $ KC(U). 
Since n(u) = n(~-‘) we conclude 
W(f) = A;(t)Jv,,(t). 
For any pair 01, /3 of complementary subsets of I7, let E; be the set of all 
zu E JY for which wo1 C A+ and w/3 C A-. Note that for a: = fl, the condition 
74 C A- is vacuous and that I’, consists of the identity element alone. For 01 
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empty, the condition wx C A + is vacuous and 1; consists of the single 
element wO . Then for all m 
-L rym 1.n 3 
- 
and hence 
Now we use a combinatorial inversion formula discovered by Hall [7] and 
Weisner [ZY]. Let II be a finite set and let . f  be a function which has for 
domain the set of all subsets r of fl and which takes values in some additive 
abelian group. If  
then 
This inversion formula is a special case of a general combinatorial principle 
[22] which also includes the Mobius inversion formula of elementary number 
theory. In our present situation the Abelian group is the additive group of 
polynomials in t, and we conclude 
If W, p are complementary, we see at once from the definition of the Y that 
YB - 1= , and hence pB(f) = Y,(t). On the other hand Y&r(t) =- t”Y&t-I), so 
But 18’ = Wand hence t”JJ’(t-l) = J^v(t) = J{‘(f), so we have 
Now equating YB(t) with Y,(t), we arrive at the conclusion of Theorem I. 
In particular, for u: empty we have /3 = n, so there is only one term on 
the right hand side of (6), and this term is 
1 f  ,?i 
Jv(t-l) J,U(f) . 
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This amounts to (7). For t = 1 we have lr’(l) = / II’/ and n’,(l) = ~ rv, 1, 
so (5) is indeed a consequence of (7). 
Now let 11 be a complcr semi-simple Lie algebra and let G = IS(q) be 
the (‘hevalley group defined by CJ and the finite field F, . Then, in Chevalley’s 
notation, the subgroup Ls =: CTFI is a Bore1 subgroup of G. Let 17 be a system 
of simple roots for the Cartan decomposition of R which is used to define G 
and let IV be the \\Teyl group. \Ve may say, by definition, that a subgroup 
of G is parabolic if and only if it includes a Bore1 subgroup. According to 
Tits [17, 181 there are precisely 2” parabolic subgroups which include B. 
For w E I/U let w(w) be the element of G which corresponds to ZL~ in Chevalley’s 
construction. Then [ 181 
is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of subsets of II with the lattice of all 
parabolic subgroups of G which include B. To compute the order of G, 
we use the decomposition 
where Uk is the unipotent subgroup defined by Chevalley. Every element 
of G, may be written uniquely in the form SWUNG , where h E B, zu E Wm , 
and uk E UC . Since / C:, 1 = qntW), we have 
1 G, j -= i B / z q”(“‘) = I B / W_(q). 
WTW 
Now insert this information into (7) and Corollary I .l is the result. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let K be a finite oriented simplicial complex in our Euclidean space I’. 
Let IV be a finite group of simplicial mappings of K. Let C,(K) be the 
group of p-chains with real coefficients and let H,(K) denote the pth homology 
group of K with real coefficients. Each w E IV induces nonsingular linear 
transformations of the real vector spaces C,(K), HP(K) and the group W 
has representations by linear transformations of these spaces. Since we may 
use the p-simplexes as a basis for C,(K), the representation of W in C,(K) is 
a monomial representation in which the coefficients are *-II. Let $, be the 
character of the representation of TV in C,(K) and let 0, denote the character 
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of the representation of bI/ in El,(K). ‘l’he Hopf trace formula [13] states 
that 
-$ (-l)“#J, = $ (-tp P, 
ll=O ,’ 0 
where k is the dimension of K. 
Suppose that W is a finite Euclidean reflection group. We shall apply the 
Hopf formula to a particular complex which has already been used by l\.itt 
[ZOJ for a different purpose. Let C’ bc the Wcyl chamber and tet F be the 
intersection of C with the (~2 I)-sphere 2’. I f  wc view I&* as a group of 
transformations of 2, then the spherical simplex F is a fundamental region 
for II’ in the sense that the union u ir,Lr,, ecF is disjoint, and its closure is 2. 
Thus the open spherical simplcxcs OF, with their faces, form a simplicial 
decomposition of 2‘. Denote this complcu K and let Kr, denote the collection 
of p-simplexes of K. For the moment, we do not define an orientation of K. 
Write F = [Pi, ..., e,,], where the notation means that e, , ..., e,, are the 
vertices of F. WC may number the e, so that e, is an intersection of the line 
nap if, ‘r with the sphere. Thus E, is the vertex of F opposite the hvpcrplane 
klO. The simpleres of K,_, all have the form [‘ILv,~ , ..., ZLV,‘], I\ here 
131 = ji, , ..., l,J . 1 is a subset of j I, ..., n: containing p elements and 70 ranges 
over II’. Let L, ~~~ Z,il...i, denote the set of all simplexes [ZCP,~ , ..., SUJ,,,], 
where the set IU = ‘i , ,I . .‘.? i,,) is fixed and u! ranges over II-. Witt has shown 
that VX, -: pi implies i -. j, and hcncc 
implies 
[WC, , -*a, we,,] = [7(iejl , ..., wejn] 
{il , ***, ilij = !  j, , ***,,i,j. 
Thus the union 
h- ii-1 = VI,, 
over all subsets a: containing p elements, is disjoint. The group II7 acts as a 
permutation group on the unoriented simpleses of K,>+, , and the orbits for 
this action are the subsets I,, . Let ~r,~, he the character of the permutation 
representation in PC,,.., and let X, be the character of the permutation rcprescn- 
tation in L, . Then 
K -&4,. ri-I - 
An orientation of a simplex o of K amounts to an ordering of the vertices of 
CJ. If  u is any simplex of K,,_, there exists a unique subset cx --= {ii , ..., ;,,j 
and an element w E IV which is not in general unique, such that 
fJ = [we, I ’ ..., we,,,]. Write i, I.: ..’ -C i,, in increasing order, and order 
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the vertices wet1 < 1.. < wei . In this way we orient K. Now the crux of 
the matter is that with this ch%ice of orientation, every element w E IV maps 
positively oriented simplexes into positively oriented simplexes, so that in 
our special situation the permutation character ~~~~ and the monomial 
character I/J,-~ are the same. Hopf’s formula hccomes 
where the sum on the left is over all nonempty subsets of { I, ..., nj. Since K is 
a simplicial subdivision of an (IE - l)-sphere, the spaces H,(K), ..., b’,,_,(K) 
are zero, so O1 , -.., Onem are zero. Now 0, is by definition the principal 
character. For p -= n ~ 1, let y  be a fundamental n - 1 cycle. For any 
simplicial map w we have wy = ay where a E Z is the degree of the map. 
In our case w is a homeomorphism, so u ~= +l and ‘w’y = y  if w preserves 
an orientation of 2’ and ‘uy ;= -y otherwise. Thus &--1(w) = det w and 
we have 
- z(-l)ah, = 1 + (-l)+ldet. 
cx& w 
The group IV acts transitively on L, ~- _ Li,...i, . Let U,, denote the stability 
group of [eil , a*., e,,]. Thus, by definition, ZI E CT, if and only if 
[uei, , ..., Uei,,] = [eil , ..., pip]. 
The character A, is the character induced by the principal character of C= . 
Now there is a one-to-one correspondence eict ri between vertices ei and 
roots ri . Since ei , ej are inequivalent under TV unless j = i, we may also 
characterize 17, as the subgroup fixing each of the vertices ei, , ..., ei . 
Now with this characterization we may use a result of Witt who has, shov& 
that if a: == (il , ..., i,,} and r = {j, , . . ..j.}, p -1. q = n, are complementary 
subsets of (1, es., n}, then the groups Ci, and WV are identical.a Thus A,! = 4, , 
where $* is induced by the principal character of II’, . Since (-- l)a == (-- 1)” 
(-l)- our formula becomes 
c (-l)“(-l)“fh 77 = 1 $- (-l)“m’det, 
nlz7 
or 
c (-l)“& = (-1)“~~ t det, 
T#Il 
or 
2 (--IP$, = det. 
7r 
(14) 
’ We use the same index TT for { jl , -**,j,} or {r,* , ..., rjp}. 
390 SOI,OMON 
‘I’his is the statement of Theorem 2 in case x is the principal character of W. 
.Actually the apparent generality of Theorem 2 is only an illusion because 
we deduce it at once from this special cast. For it follows at once from the 
definition of the induced character that 
arrti now multiplying both sides of (14) by x yields the statement of ‘I’hcorem 2. 
Let M be a W-module. il’c agree that M is a real vector space of finite 
dimension. FTC let Z(M) denote the submodule of invariants of M, elements 
.c F AId such that wx = .x for all w t It’. \Ye let f(M) denote the submodule 
of skew-invariants of M, elements s E M such that ws -= (det 2~‘)s for all 
.x cm AT. Since X is a IV,-module vve may similarly define the subspace I,(M) 
of invariants under r;l:, Xote that dim I(M) is the multiplicity of the 
identity as irreducible constituent of M. Jet x be the character of M. TO 
derive Corollary 2.1 we compute the multiplicity of the identity on both 
sides of (9). On the left hand side, the multiplicity of the identity in x7 is, 
by Frobenius reciprocity, equal to the multiplicity of the identity character 
of WV in the restriction of x to H’c, which is dim I,(M). As for the right 
hand side, i is the character for the module 1%’ M 3 II, where D == Rd 
is the one-dimensional module corresponding to the linear character dct, 
so the multiplicity of the identity on the right hand side of (9) is dim I(@). 
But the map .Y -+ Y (5 d, s E 11f, inducts a natural isomorphism f(M) x I(a), 
and this proves Corollary 2.1. 
be the graded algebra of real valued polynomial functions on L, where S,, 
denotes the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k. The group T/1’ 
acts as a group of automorphisms of S if we define 
Each homogeneous component SI, is a ft.-module. From the u-ork of 
Chevalley [I] we know that the subalgebra I(S) of invariant elements of S 
is generated by n algebraically independent homogeneous forms fr , . . ..f., 
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and the unit element. Say degree fj = m, + 1, where the integers ?lzi are, 
by definition, the exponents of TV. Then 
2 dim Z(3’kP” = (1 _ fm,tl) .!. (1 _ tm,+l)’ 
ii=0 
I f  we apply Chevalley’s theorem to each of the groups IV,, we conclude 
in similar fashion that 
2 dimzr(Sk)tk = (1 _ tm,n+~) .!. (1 _ tn~,,+~)’ 
k=O 
where mlV , .*’ VL,,, are the exponents of WV. Now f(S) = Z(S)j [15]., where 
j, the jacobian determinant of the forms ,fi , ...,f,z , is a homogeneous form 
of degree m, ~-~ ... Jo m,, so that 
Now use this information and apply Corollary 2.1 to each of the rnodulcs 
S,; . The result is Corollary 2.2. 
It is known [II;] that the jacobian j is a constant multiple of the product 
nr=, t, of the linear forms which define the reflecting hyperplanes. Thus, 
on comparing degrees, WC see that m, 1 ... i- an,, is the number of reflecting 
hypcrplanes and hence equal to the number HZ of pcJSitiVe roots. Nom note 
that in (7) a term with r =-: Z7 occurs on the left hand side. Thus we may 
rewrite (7) as 
Similarly, using nl = z,rn< we may rewrite (12) as 
To prove (13) we argue by induction on the order of W. If W == 1 then 
trivially F’(t) = 1 = W(t). Now D is a minimal set of generators for TV, and 
hence all the subgroups IV_ are, for TT -2~ fl, Euclidean reflection groups 
of smaller order. By inductive hypothesis 1’_(t) = W,(t) so we conclude 
F’(t) = TV(t). This proves (I 3) and in particular we have Chevalley’s formula 
(3). 
We have not shown that the exponents mi which occur in the invariant 
theory of the Weyl group are the same as those which occur in the PoincarC 
polynomial of G,,jH, , but there is no obligation to do this if one is only 
interested in a multiplicative form of (2). I ;rorn another point of view, giver! 
(‘hevalley’s cellular decomposition 12, p. 441, one may conclude the equalit! 
of tllc two sets of erponcnts from the rcsl~lts of the present paper. 
To prove Corollary 2.4 let C bc a conjugate class of II-and suppose zL> 6’ (‘. 
From the definition of the induced character 
Let f(w) be the dimension of the largest aubspace of I ’ fixed by ZL’. Since 
f  is a class function on W we may writef(z!) -:.f(C) for zo t C. Then 
Thus from Theorem 2, 
2 (-1)” / w-: u, wz t -‘(‘f’ 
jT 77 
But W is a real orthogonal group so det zc 
sides by tl’ gives 
C(---l)r, w: IV, 1 ,(Z P -‘Cri 
-i )7 
Now it is shown in [14, 1.51 that 
2 (det w)t-“ccJ. 
II’EW 
(- 1)” ftw). Multiplying both 
c (-qr-fw)~ 
I’E w 
I f  we apply this last formula to each of the groups M, Hi we arrive at the 
statement of Corollary 2.4. 
5. POSTSCRWI 
Circulation of the manuscript produced the following response. Feit, 
and independently, Curtis, used (14) to prove an analogue of (14) for 
characters of Chevalley groups, in which the character +7 of W is replaced 
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h! the character of G induced hy the principal character of G, , ,dnd the 
alternating character of It’ is replaced by the Steinberg character of G. Thus 
OI~L’ llas a formula for the Steinberg character which turns into Corollar! 
1.1 when both sides are computed at the identity, and which turns into 
(:4) when \vc “let q -- 1 .” Steinberg derived multiplicative formulas for the 
orders of the finite twisted Chevalley groups as well as Bott’s analogw 
of (3) for the infinite Euclidcan reflection ,groups. 
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